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ABSTRACT: Strong electrogenerated chemilumines-
cence (ECL) is detected from dithiolate Au nanoclusters
(AuNCs) in aqueous solution under ambient conditions. A
novel mechanism to drastically enhance the ECL is
established by covalent attachment of coreactants N,N-
diethylethylenediamine (DEDA) onto lipoic acid stabilized
Au (Au-LA) clusters with matching redox activities. The
materials design reduces the complication of mass
transport between the reactants during the lifetime of
radical intermediates involved in conventional ECL
generation pathway. The intracluster reactions are highly
advantageous for applications by eliminating additional
and high excess coreactants otherwise needed. The
enhanced ECL efficiency also benefits uniquely from the
multiple energy states per Au cluster and multiple DEDA
ligands in the monolayer. Potential step and sweeping
experiments reveal an onset potential of 0.78 V for
oxidative-reduction ECL generation. Multifolds higher
efficiency is found for the Au clusters alone in reference
to the standard Rubpy with high excess TPrA. The ECL in
near-IR region (beyond 700 nm) is highly advantageous
with drastically reduced interference signals over visible
ones. The features of ECL intensity responsive to
electrode potential and solution pH under ambient
conditions make Au-LA-DEDA clusters promising ECL
reagents for broad applications. The strategy to attach
coreactants on Au clusters is generalizable for other
nanomaterials.

Electrogenerated chemiluminescence, or electrochemilumi-
nescence (ECL), is initiated by electron-transfer (ET)

reactions stimulated by a working electrode at appropriate
potentials. Photoemission, ECL, results from chemical and ET
processes of those highly reactive radical intermediates following
electrode ET reactions.1 Elimination of the excitation by, i.e., a
laser in photoluminescence (PL), greatly simplifies the optics in
instrumentation. ECL, as a subcategory of chemiluminescence,
has found many applications such as immunoassays and
sensing.2−5 However, there are two major aspects limiting ECL
efficiency for better applications. The first is the relative low
efficiency due to the intrinsic complex signal generation
mechanism involving mass transport and ET dynamics of
multiple radical intermediates formed within the proximity of
electrode surface.6,7 The second is environmental factors and
competing side reactions that could quench those highly reactive
radical intermediates and thus deactivate ECL.8

The results here demonstrate two viable routes for better ECL
applications particularly for cell and tissue imaging and sensing.
The first is to develop aqueous soluble ECL reagents with high
efficiency. The challenges include the redox potential window
limited by water and reactivity of oxygen, etc.9−12 Another
direction to circumvent the relative low ECL efficiency is to
explore ECL in near-infrared (NIR) region by taking advantage
of lower background interference and longer penetration depth,
etc.13 Compared to the enhancement achieved in NIR PL,
further studies on NIR-ECL, particularly more efficient ECL
reagents containing low toxic components, are needed.2,14

Recent studies on Au nanoclusters (NCs) reveal unique
electrochemical and optical properties, particularly the near-IR
PL with long lifetime and large Stokes shift, promising energetics
for near-IR ECL generation.15−19

Au clusters can be described by molecular composition of
AuxLigandy, with various monothiolates being the most widely
adopted ligands.20 Generally, rich electrochemical activities have
been reported for organic soluble AuNCs,21,22 while strong NIR
PL from aqueous soluble AuNCs applied for sensing and imaging
applications.23−25 Workentin, Ding et al. pioneered the ECL
studies of organic soluble Au clusters founded on those well-
established electrochemical properties.26−30 The ECL is in NIR
region consistent with PL and can be significantly enhanced by
adopting excess coreactants with matching redox activities.
Unfortunately those electrochemical active AuNCs are insoluble
in aqueous environment. High excess coreactants and extreme
electrode potentials are also needed for the detection of ECL
from protein BSA stabilized AuNCs.31,32 The ECL is primarily in
visible region with no discussion of efficiency. NIR-ECL of
aqueous soluble AuNCs has not been detected to the best of our
knowledge.
In this report, lipoic acid stabilized Au22 NCs were synthesized

following previous reports.33−35 The Au-LA NCs were
derivatized covalently with N,N-diethylethylenediamine
(DEDA) as shown in Scheme 1 (more details in Scheme S1).
New oxidation states on Au-LA NCs due to the multidentate
dithiolate binding concept introduced by our group,36−38

together with tertiary amine as common coreactants, generate
oxidative reduction (anodic) ECL.1 The ECL intensity is in
arbitrary unit in all figures (experimental details in SI).
Oxidative reduction ECL is generated through intracluster

reduction of the oxidized Au-LA clusters. Representative traces
are shown in Figure 1. Both Au-LA NCs and the peripheral
DEDAs are oxidized by electrode at similar potentials.
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Subsequently, the tertiary amines on the outer ligand monolayer
become strong reductant after deprotonation, which reduces the
oxidized Au-LA NCs, analogous to the widely adopted Rubpy-
TPrA coreactant pathway.1 Strong ECL can be generated
repeatedly by electrode oxidation. As controls, without DEDA in
the measurement system, no ECL was detected at comparable
electrode potentials (data not shown). However, weak ECL can
be generated by a proceeding reduction process prior to
electrode oxidation, i.e., the red curve from −1 V to +1 V. This
is still impressive being the first self-annihilation ECL detected
from aqueous AuNCs to the best of our knowledge. An
important notion is that other aqueous soluble monothiolate
(i.e., tiopronin and mercaptosuccinic acid) AuNCs do not have
ECL under comparable conditions. Following conventional
coreactant route, high excess DEDA at 5 mM as coreactants in
the solution containing 6 μM Au-LA NCs produced rather weak
ECL as well. Unlike most ECL studies, oxygen was not removed
during the measurements in an attempt to evaluate ECL
performance in broad particularly bioapplicable conditions.
Within each ECL generation cycle, gradual decay in ECL

intensity was observed from Au-LA-DEDA, while the two
controls increased over time. Without covalent attachment, i.e.,
conventional ECL pathways, both ECL reagents and coreactants
need to be activated separately within the electrode diffuse layer.
The ECL generation depends on bimolecular collision/reactions
of the two activated radical intermediates governed by their
respective lifetime, concentration, and mass transport behaviors.
Accordingly, high-excess coreactants are routinely adopted for
better efficiency of ECL reagents. The gradual increase is
attributed to the accumulation of activated Au cluster
intermediates that is better stabilized and protected by the
ligand monolayer from environment. In stark contrast to
conventional ECL pathways, ECL generation from Au-LA-

DEDA NCs is an intracluster process after the electrode
activation. The gradual decay results from the relative kinetics
of (1) mass transport to the electrode, (2) ET kinetics during
electrode oxidation, (3) lifetime of the radical cations, and (4)
subsequent charge transfer between the Au cluster and the
DEDA molecules in the ligand monolayer. Detailed mechanism
and kinetics understanding requires systematic investigation
underway.
Correlation of the electrode potential, current, and ECL

generation is shown in Figure 2. An ECL onset potential of 0.78

V in the forward scan aligns well with the anodic current peak in
the top CV. The oxidation is apparently irreversible from the CV.
Accordingly, a hysteresis effect in ECL generation is observed in
the backward scan. Irreversible oxidization occurs at comparable
potential range for DEDA itself and for the Au-LA NCs without
DEDA shown in the CVs in Figure S1. Although no precipitation
in solution or deposition on electrode was observed after
repeated and prolonger measurements, the possibility of
irreversible decomposition of NC-DEDA could not be ruled
out at this time.
Continuous ECL generation at constant potentials is shown in

Figure 2B. Below the onset potential, i.e. at +0.6 V, no ET
reactions and thus no ECL could be observed. The ECL reaches
strongest intensity at around +1.0 V, which is consistent with the
potential sweeping results shown in Figure 2A. The decrease in
ECL intensity at more positive potentials is likely limited by the
chemical stability of the oxidized Au-LA-DEDA under the
measurement solution conditions, particularly the presence of

Scheme 1. Stepwise ECL Generation of Au-LA-DEDA NCs

Figure 1. ECL profiles of 6 μM Au-LA NCs with DEDA covalently
attached (black), without coreactant (red), and with 5 mM free diffusing
DEDA (blue) in solution. The electrode potential was held for 5 s at the
denoted potentials and stepped cyclically (5 cycles shown). Data were
recorded in 0.1MNaClO4 under ambient conditions without degassing.

Figure 2. (A) Cyclic voltammogram (top, right axis) and ECL-potential
(bottom, left axis) curves for Au-LA-DEDA NCs. For ECL measure-
ment, a Pt mesh was used as working electrode that fits tightly in a thin 1
× 10 cm cuvette for consistency in electrode-camera alignment. The Au-
LA-DEDA concentration is ca.∼6 μM. TheCVwas recorded at a Pt disk
electrode (d ∼ 0.5 mm) as working electrode. The Au-LA-DEDA
concentration is∼1mM. The supporting electrolyte was 0.1MNaClO4.
Potential scan rate was 0.1 V/s. (B) ECL time traces at different
electrolysis potentials. The potential was stepped from a baseline of 0 V
to different electrolysis potentials cyclically. Each potential was held for
5 s.
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oxygen in slightly basic pH that would facilitate Au oxidation.
Interestingly, a gradual intensity increase over time is observed
upon stepping up to +0.8 V instead of the decrease to +1.0 V.
Apparently the slow electrode oxidation is the rate-limiting step
in the ECL generation chain reactions at less positive potentials,
while mass or intracluster charge transport limits ECL generation
under sufficient fast electrode activation, i.e., +1.0 V, until
stability or side reactions interferes at high overpotentials.
ECL from Au-LA-DEDA NCs at different pHs is shown in

Figure 3A. The mechanism of tertiary amine as coreactants for

the oxidative reduction ECL generation of Rubpy model system
is still under active investigation.6−8 The general consensus is
that deprotonation of the radical cation plays important role. The
Au-LA-DEDA solution is slightly basic with a native pH of 8.29,
suggesting more tertiary amines than the remaining carboxylic
acids in the ligand monolayer. Proton NMR analysis (Figure S2)
suggests 7 of the 12 LA were derivatized with DEDA. The two
extra tertiary amines (five remaining carboxyl) make the overall
cluster slightly basic. The area in each cycle in Figure 3A
corresponds to the total or integrated ECL counts. The values
from the second and fifth cycle were plotted in Figure 3B to
provide a trend over continuous and repeated measurements
from the same solution setup. The first cycle is not included due
to its much lower intensity that is inconsistent with the later
cycles. The possible causes could include stochastic initial
conditions at the electrode vicinity at low concentrations (mass
transport limited) or, more interestingly and likely, catalytic
effects after electrode oxidation that will be systematically
address in a follow-up kinetics study. The pH-dependent ECL is
exciting for potential sensing of local pH changes, for example, in
subcellular organelles or dynamic processes. The pH response
range is expected tunable by materials optimization, i.e., ratio of

DEDA to remaining COOH during coupling reactions. It is
important mentioning that the de/protonation of ligands on
clusters is known more gradual spanning over larger pH range
compared to the respective weak acid/base. It is therefore
anticipated for the AuNC ECL to have a rather broad pH
responsive range.
The ECL reaction pathway is proposed to include four key

steps (Schemes 1 and 2): (1) electrode oxidation, (2)

deprotonation, (3) annihilation, and (4) ECL emission. The
close proximity of the deprotonated COO− from the remaining
lipoic acid to the cation radicals from the tertiary amine within
the ligand monolayer is highly favorable to stabilize and thus
facilitate the formation of cationic radicals by electrostatic
interactions and to facilitate deprotonation or the proton transfer
as possible acceptors, after which the oxidized Au cluster would
be readily reduced by the highly reductive radicals. The
electronic coupling between the energy states on the Au core
and those molecular orbitals at the core-ligand interface and at
the ligand peripheral has been demonstrated which enables
charge transfer previously inaccessible for ECL generation and
enhancement.36,37

At lower pH, the ECL efficiency is reduced due to more
protonated COOH and +HNR3 that suppress the deprotonation
step. Such pH dependence is consistent with the widely studied
Rubyp-TPrA systems.1 Given there are multiple DEDA per
cluster, additional enhancement is expected. Whether the
reactions 1−4 (Scheme 2) would be sequential or simultaneous
for each DEDA on a cluster will depend on the solution and
measurement conditions, which is anticipated to account for, at
least partially, the different ECL intensity−time features
observed.
The ECL efficiency is estimated by comparing to Rubpy-TPrA

system (Figure 4). Both were tested in PBS at pH 8.5 to improve
Rubpy ECL. There was no detectable ECL from Rubpy-TPrA at

Figure 3. (A) ECL profiles of the Au-LA-DEDA NCs in 0.1 M NaClO4
at different pHs. The electrolysis potential was stepped from 0 to 1 V
cyclically. Each potential was held for 5 s. The pH 8.29 curve is the same
as the +1.0 V one in Figure 2B for direct comparison. (B) The pH
dependence of the integrated ECL signals.

Scheme 2. Proposed ECL Mechanisma

aP refers to the product from the corresponding reaction.

Figure 4. ECL intensity of 6 μM Au-LA-DEDA NCs, 6 μM Ru(bpy)3
2+

in the presence of 1 or 0.1 mM of TPrA in 0.2 M PBS, pH 8.5 under
ambient conditions without degassing.
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pH below 8.2 under measurement conditions (results not
shown).8 The integrated ECL signal of Au-LA-DEDA is about
1.4 and 17 times higher than that from Rubpy in 1 mM and 0.1
mM TPrA respectively (second cycles). It is worth noting that
the Rubpy ECL is rather inconsistent in repeated cycles
presumably due to quenching by i.e. oxygen. The intracluster
proton and charge transfer not only enhances ECL but also
improves ECL stability and makes it more benign to environ-
ment factors for better applications.
The emission is primarily in near-IR range consistent with PL.

UV−vis absorption and PL spectra of Au-LA NCs before and
after DEDA coupling are provided in Figure S3. The emission in
near-IR spectrum window is confirmed by adopting different
long pass filters (Figure S4); about 83% of total emission
intensity remains with a 700 nm long pass filter, while 100%
retained with a 650 nm filter.
In summary, intense ECL from AuNCs in aqueous is detected

for the first time. Coreactant functionalization and dithiolate
bonding provides the required redox states and reactivity
otherwise inaccessible. Considering Au-LA-DEDA clusters as
nanomolecules, oxidative reduction ECL results from intro-
cluster DEDA-AuLA reactions in a self-annihilation fashion. The
emission is demonstrated in NIR region by adopting different
filters. The ECL depends strongly on solution pH under ambient
conditions without O2/CO2 removal. An onset potential of
+0.78 V, potential dependence, and continuous ECL generation
over seconds is evaluated by potential sweeping and potential
step measurements. The ECL from Au-LA-DEDA clusters alone
is found multifolds higher than the standard Rubpy system
adopting high-excess coreactants TPrA. Broader and more
effective applications are envisioned from the reduced back-
ground interference in near-IR spectrum region, the elimination
of additional coreactants needed in conventional ECL pathways,
and the robustness of the ECL under ambient conditions.
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